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Abstract. The long-standing automobile e-commerce websites in China have accumulated huge amounts of auto reviews, and extracting keyphrases of these reviews can assist researchers and practitioners in obtaining online users’ typical
opinions and acquiring their underlying motivations. However, there haven't existed any relevant text corpora so far. In this paper, the authors propose a semiunsupervised scheme to construct a comprehensive auto-keyphrases corpus from
online collected reviews in Chinese automobile e-commerce websites by Position
Rank, which performs very well in keyphrases extraction from texts in the scenario of scarce labeled data. The iterative annotation process consists of threeround labeling and two-round corrections. During the process of the three-round
unsupervised labeling, the computing model will extract seven most important
words as the keyphrases of the whole paragraph. Between each labeling phase,
there are manual check, correction, re-check and arbitration stages, in which the
previous labeling errors are corrected and new vocabulary and rules are summarized up to further improve the unsupervised model. For comparison, the paper
runs the experiments using another two unsupervised approaches: TF-IDF and
Text Rank, the experimental results also show that Position Rank is a more efficient and effective method for keyphrases extraction. By the time this paper was
written, the auto-keyphrases corpus had contained 110,023 entries, and there are
still much room for improvement in corpus volume and labeling quality.
Keyphrases: Auto-Keyphrases Corpus, Keyphrases Corpus, Chinese Corpus,
E-Commerce Website Reviews, Position Rank, Semi-unsupervised Method.
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Introduction

1.1

Background

According to the survey data of the National Bureau of Statistics, the automobiles sales
in China has reached 27.819 million in 2018, and declined 4.1% compared with the
previous year [1]. The auto market in China is very huge, but now it has transferred
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from a high-speed growth stage to a low-speed and steady growth stage [2]. Inspired
by new technologies such as artificial intelligence, the traditional automobile retail
models need innovation and changes. To this end, automobile makers and retailers need
to obtain a deep sense of users’ requirements quickly and accurately. One effective way
to get end users' opinions is to retrieve and distill the user reviews on the auto internet
websites. Over the past years, the Chinese automobile e-commerce websites (CAEW)
have accumulated huge amounts of user reviews, based on which researchers and practitioners can utilize the up-to-date NLP technologies to gain an exact and instant understanding of auto users' underlying perspectives and the most authentic needs.
Thus, a large-scale and high-quality keyphrases corpus is required to lay the groundwork for further research and experiments. Recent years have seen very few text corpora in the auto field, and even fewer keyphrases corpora extracted from auto reviews.
In a short term, to obtain enough labeled data is costly and time-consuming, so this
paper devises to establish a semi-unsupervised approach incorporating Position Rank,
an unsupervised method and manual efforts to construct the corpus, which widely ingest comments data from the most popular CAEW.
However, for the time being, existing methods relied on supervised methods with
labeled data, but few of them adopted the unsupervised method in terms of scenarios
with scarce labeled data. What we have constructed in the vertical field can be considered as a beneficial attempt towards the construction of Chinese corpora in an unsupervised method. Prior researchers often applied Kappa or F value to measure the consistency in a supervised construction method, while unsupervised methods were rarely
proposed. In this paper, we measure the corpus accuracy with the help of practical manpower.
The labeled review keyphrases will help researchers and practitioners in the auto
field access the key concerns of end users and achieve accurate marketing effects in the
short term [3].
1.2

Characteristics of CAEW Reviews

Reviews of CAEW have their own characteristics. The Chinese vocabulary lacks morphological changes [4], and the automobile reviews are distinctly different from those
of other fields. All of these characteristics indeed play an important role in the process
of developing labeling specifications and selecting labeling methods or models. In summarization, there are six main characteristics of CAEW reviews.
Firstly, different online users have posted huge amounts of comments on different
car models. Digging out the user concerns hidden behind these reviews can help automotive enterprises achieve accurate marketing effects.
Secondly, online user reviews update very fast. The number of online users in the
most popular CAEW is massive, and reviews and discussions are generated frequently.
In the process of constructing the review corpus, newly posted reviews need special
consideration, to find a good method that can handle these data properly.
Thirdly, comments may include emoticons and internet jargons. Nowadays Internet
users like to express their attitudes using emoticons or popular online jargons, which
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cannot be apt for processing by the old-fashioned model or the existing dictionary generally. This requires brand-new methods or Chinese dictionaries to deal with.
Fourth, the online comments are mostly directed at special car models. Perhaps the
comment bodies may not mention the car model explicitly, but an implicit object does
exist in default, of which phenomenon needs special focus when generating keyphrases
from website reviews.
Fifth, there are some irrelevant comments in the raw review data, such as short comments, date info replies, reviews for location check-in and so on. Instead of providing
enough information, such reviews should be deleted from raw prepared data during data
preprocessing.
Sixth, labeled data is always lacking. Only a few websites proactively contain
keyphrases codified by the website editors, but most majorities of websites only have
raw comment contents without keyphrases, which makes it more difficult to use supervised method to construct the review corpus. However, as we all know, data labeling is
a time-consuming and labor-intensive activity which may cost a lot of resource investments and require a very slow decision-making cycle.
1.3

Organization

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the related work
about the construction of CAEW corpus or knowledge base. Section 3 discusses the
labeling rules. Section 4 introduces the process of corpus construction and how we use
the unsupervised method. Section 5 reveals the labeling results and gives an analysis of
the results. Section 6 gives the future work and concludes the paper.
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Related work

In the 1990s, the academia began to research on the topics and subjects of the Chinese
corpora. After years of development, the Chinese corpora have greatly improved in
terms of volume, efficiency, and consistency, which cover a wide range of areas, including education, medicine, culture, engineering and so on. According to the survey
results, the relevant Chinese corpora in industries are much less than expected, and
reviews corpora of CAEW are currently not available.
This paper proposes a keyphrases corpus drilled from CAEW reviews for the very
first time. Prior to this, Zheng et al. [5] proposed a hierarchical diagnostic system of car
engines, through the combination of static knowledge base and dynamic knowledge
base. Shanghai Translation Network [6] contains bilingual language materials for auto
IT industry in Chinese and English, but lacks relevant data for CAEW reviews. Guo et
al. [7] put forward to construct the car evaluation knowledge base based on the fuzzy
concept, that is, combing with the partial sequence relationship between fuzzy theory
and different concepts. They constructed a knowledge base about car evaluation, which
is only used to indicate a relatively simple relationship instead of complex relationships
between objects. Wang et al. [8] suggested that building a knowledge base of car evaluation based on fuzzy association rules can represent more complex relationships and
can be used for knowledge reasoning in related fields. However, the topics and views
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put forward in the automobile evaluation haven't been deeply excavated. Feng et al. [9]
proposed to build an opinion-based ontology base for passenger cars, using OWL and
open source ontology editing tools from Stanford University. They used the following
five aspects: the concept, relationship, concept level, non-classification relationship of
concepts and axiom, to describe the automotive evaluation ontology and conduct deep
mining from the users’ emotion and views.
Overall, fewer corpus in the automotive-related sector exists to the public, and hardly
any focusing on the CAEW reviews. In terms of the construction methods, researchers
generally use labeled data, or combine manual labeling with tool labeling, while the
unsupervised labeling method is rarely used at present.

3

Specification for Labeling

3.1

Raw Data Selection

This paper selects the word-of-mouth and forum contents from the most popular inland
CAEW as the original data sources, which include BITA (bitauto.com), XCar
(www.xcar.com.cn),
ATHM
(www.autohome.com.cn)
and
PCauto
(www.pcauto.com.cn). The chosen principle is defined primarily as that reviews must
come from the most popular CAEW at present with high popularity, justifiable credibility, and huge quantities of user comments. The original corpus contains not only
comments, but also information such as the car model, the date of comment generation,
and the date of comment publication. The contents of each car models are stored continuously when selected. Following that, it will delete comments with only emoticon or
shorter words. The original corpus is stored in a JSON format. In general, the method
has totally processed 134,741 word-of-mouth reviews at the outset.
3.2

Granularity of Labeling

The proposed corpus in this paper sets paragraphs as the labeling unit. To extract
keyphrases, the method needs an exact understanding of what the statement expresses.
It is necessary to grasp the contextual information as well as to understand the finegrained semantics. Labeling keyphrases for paragraphs can be carried out from two
points of views. The first one is a paragraph view, in which each user's entire comment
does not split up, just label keyphrases directly for whole paragraph. The second one is
a sentence view, in which the paragraph is cut into sentences, and then label keyphrases
for each sentence, and finally integrated all phrases as the keyphrases of the whole paragraph.
At this stage, we intended to choose the first approach and regard paragraphs as a
unit of research. Another method will be tried as planned in the follow-up work to make
a further comparison and scheme upgrade.
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3.3

Specification for Labeling

To construct a corpus, it is necessary to confirm the specification for labeling in advance. Specification is helpful to ensure the well-organized development of the labeling
work and to ensure the quality of the labeling [10]. It also lays a good foundation for
the expanding corpus and constructing comprehensive corpus.
Firstly, create a new property. Comments have been stored according to different
attributes for different users, including user name, car model, review, etc. The model
creates a new property named "keyphrases" to store keyphrases generated by the unsupervised methods. Secondly, control the number of keyphrases. When labeling according to the whole paragraph, the number of keyphrases is limited to 5-7. Because the
reviews in this section is relatively long, we generally extract 7 words or phrases as the
initial keyphrases. If we will label keyphrases based on a sentence mode later, each
sentence will generate one or two important phrases, and then the model will integrate
all words as the keyphrases for the entire paragraph. Thirdly, choose the Part of Speech.
We extract notional words as keyphrases as far as possible. Notional words generally
refer to nouns, pronouns etc., and these words contain more information. While function words generally refer to adjectives, adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions etc., which
contain less information [11]. Notional words help a lot more than function words when
mining users’ opinions about passenger cars.
3.4

Process for Labeling

For obtaining the keyphrases from CAEW, we will perform the following processes
sequentially. First, collect raw data. Choose data from the most popular CAEW, which
include forum block name, car model name, reviews, publication date, and access date.
Rich information can help analysis the semantics of keyphrases comprehensively, it
also plays an important role in mining the typical opinion of users later. Secondly, data
pre-processing. Cleaning up the raw data by deleting some bad data, which can ensure
the quality of unsupervised labeling. Thirdly, unsupervised labeling and error correction. There are three rounds unsupervised labeling process. Between each two rounds,
there is an error correction process to check labeling errors manually. If researchers
find a labeling error, they will correct it and summarize the cause of the error, and then
add the new principles to original dictionary and rule library. After updating, we will
use the new dictionary and rule library to make unsupervised labeling again, until the
third round of labeling is completed, as seen in Fig. 1. After comparing the common
unsupervised methods: Position Rank, TF-IDF and Text Rank, finally we choose Position Rank as our method for its better results. The other two methods are set as control
methods in our research.
Raw data

New words,
New rules

Dictionary,
Rule library

Manual error
correction 1

Label round 2

New words
New rules

Dictionary,
Rule library

Manual error
correction 2

Label round 3

Pre-processing

Processed
data

Label round 1

Corpus 1

Corpus 2

Fig. 1. The process of three-round unsupervised labeling and two-round error correction.

Corpus 3
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According to the requirements of error corrections, we team up with six other colleagues to complete all of the check, error correction, re-check, and arbitration tasks.
Two of them are graduate students majoring in software engineering, responsible for
checking and correcting errors. Another three are graduate students we recruited from
the Faculty of Arts, responsible for the re-check work. The last one is a data scientist
from an auto technology company, responsible for the final arbitration in terms of dispute. Before labeling, team members would conduct labeling training at first. We prepared 100 labeled reviews in CAEW in advance. All six team members labeled these
data, and then checked the results and compared their labels with the original labels.
When different opinions occurred, they would discuss and confirm which label was the
best according to the related reviews, upon confirmation, they would modify the existing specification. The two-round error corrections lie somewhere in between the first
round and second round of the unsupervised labeling. In this process, two students were
responsible for checking and correcting the errors, respectively. After that, three students would re-check the labeled data. If the two students in charge of error corrections
had different opinions about the labeled data, arbitration would be introduced at this
time. The arbitration needs that all six colleagues organize a group discussion and judge
which results are the best ones finally. At the same time, we would summarize some
new vocabularies and extraction rules manually over those wrong items. Then we
would add them into the original dictionary and extraction rules in the unsupervised
method.
Through an iterative process, the labeling accuracy can be improved continuously.
For the subsequent expansion of the reviews corpus, researchers can use these abovementioned processes to ensure the consistency of the construction methods.

4

Construction of the Corpus

4.1

Data Pre-processing

Before labeling, we started with a cleaning of the 134,741 raw data, with an aim to
improve the training efficiency and accuracy. And the following contents need to be
deleted. At the beginning, the model should delete the irrelevant information from the
comments, including the special symbols, emoticons, deactivated words, pictures, and
so on. Secondly, the model should delete the comments that are too short and lowquality. Next, repetitive contents should be deleted too. Then, multiple comments with
similar contents from the same user in the same post should be dealt with. Finally, unrelated comments should be deleted completely. After the deletion, 110,023 review
items were available to the model.
4.2

Position Rank

Recently, keyphrases methods have already played a very important role in the inductive classification of text information and the theme search [12], this paper also focused
on studying the construction method of the keyphrases corpus from the CAEW reviews.
The research aims to extract the keyphrases from text, enrich the corpus contents, and
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facilitate the extensive utilization of the corpus as much as possible. The extraction of
keyphrases is the critical step to the construct the keyphrases corpus. As of now,
keyphrases extraction methods can be roughly divided into supervised learning methods and unsupervised learning methods [13]. In view of the CAEW reviews, such type
of training sets makes supervised learning methods infeasible. Unsupervised learning
methods are widely used in the emerging fields of keyphrases generation because they
do not definitely require the training sets, and have developed rapidly [14] as a reliable
and effective way of learning. This paper adopts a very popular unsupervised learning
method based on the graph sorting (see Fig. 2).

Chinese Word
Segmentation
Get a list of
candidates
Sort candidates

Add new matching
patterns, thesaurus

Get a list of
keywords

Manual
comparison

Fig. 2. Unsupervised learning method based on graph sorting, which uses the unlabeled data.

The unsupervised learning method based on graph sorting first needs to confirm the list
of candidate words from text [15], out of the complexity of the Chinese language itself,
this paper intends to confirm the list of candidate words by means of word labeling.
Usually, keyphrases will be nouns or adjectives plus nouns form. However, the grams
are more complex in Chinese, and because the comments will include a certain colloquialism, it is necessary to match more word-based labeling methods, such as verbs
plus nouns and nouns plus adjectives [16]. When confirming the list of candidates, the
model should consider as many lexical dimensions as possible.
Upon getting the list of candidates, the model starts building a graph based on them,
where the nodes of the graph are the candidate words, and the model uses a fixed-size
sliding window w to slide in the candidate list, if two candidates are in the same sliding
window, they will be connected by a line between the nodes in the graph. Between the
two candidates, a link exists. The graph can be directed or undirected, in order to facilitate the calculation of the fraction of the serrated nodes, and this paper adopts the undirected graph for computation.
The nodes in the undirected graph are candidates, and in order to find the keyphrases
of text information, candidate words need to be evaluated, sorted from highest to lowest
in terms of their importance. The evaluation criteria choose to use Position Rank [17],
a PageRank [18] algorithm based on location bias. For candidate nodes in an undirected
diagram, there are:
̃ ⋅ S(t)
S(t + 1) = M

(1)
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̃ represents the adjacent ma𝑆 in the upper formula represents the PageRank matrix, 𝑀
trix of the undirected graph, and 𝑆(𝑡 + 1) is the PageRank matrix of (𝑡 + 1) time, mul̃ and (𝑡) time PageRank matrix.
tiplied by the adjacent matrix 𝑀
̃ is subject to normalizing before calculation, the values
Where the adjacent matrix 𝑀
in the matrix 𝑚
̃𝑖𝑗 are calculated as follows. 𝑉 represents the undirected graph,|𝑉|,
which represents the number of nodes, is normalized to 𝑚
̃𝑖𝑗 :
|𝑉|
|𝑉|
𝑚
̃ / ∑ 𝑚 , if ∑𝑗=1 𝑚𝑖𝑗 ≠ 0
𝑚
̃𝑖𝑗 = { 𝑖𝑗 𝑗=1 𝑖𝑗
0, otherwise

(2)

At the same time, in order to ensure that the undirected graph does not fall into the
graph loop, the damping factor α is added, and the positional bias 𝑝̃ of the word is
added, we get (3):
̃ ⋅ 𝑆 + (1 − 𝑎) ⋅ 𝑝̃
𝑆 =𝑎⋅𝑀

(3)

Where the position bias represents the position of candidate words in the text message,
because the comments are the views expressed by the user, and according to the characteristics of the opinion selling, people tend to express their views at the beginning of
the speech, so the candidate in the text message is more convincing than the candidate
words. The specific calculation formula for the position bias 𝑝̃ is as follows:
𝑃̃ = [

𝑝1

,

𝑝2

𝑝1+𝑝2+⋯+𝑝|𝑉| 𝑝1+𝑝2+⋯+𝑝|𝑉|

,….,

𝑝|𝑉|

]

𝑝1+𝑝2+⋯+𝑝|𝑉|

(4)

The initial score of the word, which is represented by 𝑝1 ,𝑝2 , is inversely proportional
to the position of the word in the text, and the frequency of the words is proportional,
1
1
1
if the first word appears in the article 5, 6, 7, then the 𝑝1 = + + , 𝑝1 + 𝑝2 + ⋯ +
5
6
7
𝑝|𝑣| Represents the total score of all words, and then divides the total score by 𝑝1 to get
the first word's share of all words, and finally gets the position bias 𝑝̃.
From these, we can get this:
𝑆(𝑣𝑢 ) = (1 − 𝑎) ∙ 𝑝̃ + 𝑎 ∙ ∑𝑣𝑗 ∈𝐴𝑑𝑗(𝑣𝑖)

𝑤𝑗𝑖
𝑂(𝑣𝑗 )

𝑆(𝑣𝑗 )

(5)

The Position Rank score of the 𝑣𝑖 node is identified by 𝑆(𝑣𝑖) and α is the damping factor,
and 𝑝̃𝑖 is the positional bias of 𝑣𝑖 . 𝑆(𝑣𝑗 ) is the position Rank score of the 𝑣𝑗 node, 𝑤𝑗𝑖 is
the weight from the 𝑣𝑗 node to the 𝑣𝑖 node, 𝐴 ⅆ𝑗(𝑣𝑖 ) represents the accompanying matrix of the 𝑣𝑖 node, and 𝑂(𝑣𝑗 ) represents all the out-bound weights of the 𝑣𝑗 node.
Through the above Position Rank method, we can get a set of keyphrases for text
information. The top 10 words can be included in the keyphrases list. Further, if the
two combinations have appeared three or more times in the original text, the synthetic
label is added to the keyphrases tag list, the value of Position Rank is the respective
position value of the two keyphrases Rank. The resulting list of keyphrases is sorted
from highest to lowest by Position Rank values, and the top five or the top seven
keyphrases can be marked as keyphrases for comments. Through the processing of a
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large number of comments, a lot of labels are obtained, so as to build a keyphrases
library based on the CAEW comments.
4.3

Process of constructing corpus

When the pre-processing is completed, the model needs to select a list of candidates in
the comments. The Stanford NLP tool or other Chinese word breakers will be chosen
for Chinese word segmentation, and this paper used the jieba word breaker. The matching word-sharing patterns are nouns, but the matching pattern is not fixed and unchangeable, according to the actual use the model can add a variety of matching patterns, such as various pronouns, verbs plus nouns or adjective forms, and so on. After
the comments are manually labeled, we can observe the construction of the keyphrases
syntax of the manual labels, increase or decrease the corresponding matching patterns,
and improve the accuracy of the candidate words.
Once we get the list of candidates, we can implement the Position Rank algorithm.
In the course of the experiment, this paper sets the damping factor α mentioned in the
previous section to 0.85, and the number of keyphrases extracted is set to 7, wherein
the sliding window w is set to 6, the iteration runs five times, and the comments and
keyphrases list are combined to get the final keyphrases corpus.
The implementation method is not fixed and unchangeable, the damping factor α and
sliding window w size in the algorithm parameters can be changed, the model selects
the most appropriate parameter values according to manual evaluation results. At the
same time, the model may not necessarily use the Position Rank algorithm or rigidly
base on the figure-based sequencing of the unsupervised learning methods. The methods such as the Text Rank [19] [20] algorithm and the topic-based unsupervised learning method [21] [22] can be selected, however, this paper focuses on the idea of how
to build a keyphrases corpus from CAEW comments, these alternative methods are not
the focal points of this paper. The construction method aims only to gain enlightenment
from academia and industry, and there are still many improvements left.
4.4

Quality Assurance

The method strictly controls the labeling quality through multiple rounds of unsupervised labeling and manual corrections. Firstly, it generates primary keyphrases labeled
corpus (referred to as the primary corpus) through an unsupervised way. Secondly, it
checks and corrects the constituent parts of the primary corpus. We randomly select
1000 comments from the primary corpus, and try to cover a variety of models and avoid
the data gathered in a fixed certain mode. Because of the large-scale volume of the
corpus, it is difficult to check all the data manually. We randomly retrieve 1000 entries
more than once to detect the quality and improve the unsupervised model. Then we
summarize the new vocabularies and extraction rules, and add them to the original dictionary and rule library. Thirdly, we use unsupervised method once again with the new
dictionary and rule library to get the secondary corpus. Fourth, we randomly extract
another 1000 entries, test the quality and summary rules. Finally, we use the unsupervised model once more, and then obtain the final corpus.
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It is important to note that the data for the three rounds of unsupervised labeling are
the same, and the data for the two random samplings are different. The labeling quality
is guaranteed with the "three-round labeling and two-round correction" iteration.

5

Results and Analysis

5.1

Accuracy: Positon Rank

We list the accuracy in different rounds and changes between each two adjacent rounds
using Position Rank. Besides the accuracy, we record the new words and new rules
added to the old model. Table 1 gives the accuracy of Positon Rank in different rounds.
Table 1. Accuracy: Positon Rank.
Stage

Accuracy of the Position Rank (%)

Lift Rate(%)

33%

-

1st-unsupervised labeling
1st-artificial

error correction

Add adjectives and verbs

-

35%

+2%

2nd- unsupervised labeling
2nd- artificial error correction

Add pronouns

-

40%

+5%

3rd- unsupervised labeling

We can see that the first round accuracy is 33%. At the first artificial error correction
stage, we summarized adjectives and verbs are important factors for extracting, and
added related words and rules into dictionary and rules library. The second round accuracy is 35%, and have an increase 2% from the first round. At the second artificial
error correction stage, we add pronouns into rules library. The third round accuracy is
40%, and have an increase 5% from the second round, 7% from the first round. It reveals that iterative annotation is effective for unsupervised method.
5.2

Accuracy: Position Rank, TF- IDF, vs. Text Rank

In this section, we compared the accuracies of the three common unsupervised labeling
methods: Position Rank, TF- IDF, and Text Rank. The three-round unsupervised labeling and two-round error corrections stays the same in all the three methods. The experimental results reveal that Position Rank obtain the best score after iterative annotation.
Sometimes, the other two methods can get better keyphrases, which deserves in-depth
research and discussion. Table 2 gives the accuracy rates of these different methods.
Table 2. Accuracy: Position Rank, TF- IDF, vs. Text Rank.
Stage

Positon Rank

TF-IDF

1st-unsupervised

labeling
2nd-unsupervised labeling

33%
35%

34%
37%

Text Rank
27%
31%

3rd-unsupervised labeling

40%

35%

33%
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6

Future Work and Conclusion

6.1

Future Work

There are several directions for further research and practices. First and foremost, the
corpus needs the continuous expansion of the volume and quality. We will prepare several other medium-sized, niche CAEW as the original data sources, and process more
forum blocks than the current method does. Secondly, the data preprocessing step needs
further optimization. The website reviews may include many misspelled and misused
words. If the error correction link is added in the pre-processing stage, we will further
improve the labeling accuracy. Thirdly, the corpus asks for an infusion of the network
jargons dictionary. The network jargons appeared with the development of the Internet
in recent times and were used in high frequency by the net surfers. If the network jargons dictionary can be added into the unsupervised model, it can identify the users’
comment semantics more effectively. Finally, it suggests that the corpus should be
checked and corrected on the labeled data in a one-by-one basis manually to build a
basic high-quality keyphrases corpus, but this may require a huge amount of manpower
and time.
6.2
Conclusion
This paper proposes a semi-unsupervised scheme by the aid of Position Rank to construct the desired keyphrases corpus from CAEW reviews and get a relatively satisfactory result. The iterative annotation process consists of three-round unsupervised labeling and two-round manual error correction, which is proven to be an effective strategy.
When correcting the error keyphrases, we summary new words and new rules which
the original dictionary and rules library do not have. And we also add them into the
unsupervised model to improve the accuracy.
At the same time, we tested another two methods: TF-IDF and Text Rank for comparison, and found that Position Rank is better at extracting keyphrases from users’
reviews.
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